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Introduction and statement of results. Let (A}<< be a finite
family of complex affine hyperplanes in C and let be a local system on
the complement X--C
U A. The vanishing of homology H(X, _),
was treated by K. Aomoto [2] and
]:/:n, for a "generic" local system
M. Kita-M. Noumi [7] from different points of view. The object of this
note is to give a simple criterion for such vanishing of homology and to
give a basis of H(X, _). We denote by f, 1 <]<m, a linear form with
Kerf--A and let A+ denote the hyperplane at infinity. We consider a
regular connection of the form 9==xPdlogf, P e End (V), where V
is a finite dimensional complex vector spaee. Let us observe that the conneetion/2 is integrable if and only if [P, P,+... +P]--O, 1 <,<q, for
any maximal family (A}<<q such that eodimc [A
A]--2 (see [1]).
These relations are related to the lower central series of the fundamental
group of X (see [8], [9]). Let P+ denote the residue along A+. We have
1.

- .

..

P+.-. +P+=O.
Let us suppose that f2 is integrable in the ollowings. The connection
to be generic with respect to the hyperplanes {A},+ if the

/2 is said

ollowing conditions are satisfied"
) Any eigenvalue of P,l<j<m+l, is not an integer.
(1.1)
(ii) For any maximal subfamily {A},<<q, such that codimc[A,
f A] =r with some r q, any eigenvalue of PI+" +
is not an integer.
The solutions of the system of differential equations dY+2. Y=0 defines
a local system _E on X, which determines a homomorphism p’=(X, Xo)
--Aut (-Ex0). Let X be the universal covering of X. The homology H(X, _E)
is defined to be the ]-th homology of the complex C.(X)(R)z_Exo, where
G==(X, x0)and the space of chains of X is considered as a right Z[G]module via covering transformations and -Exo is a left Z[G]-module via p.
The homology of the locally finite (possibly infinite) chains is defined in the
same way and we denote it by H/(X, .E).
Theorem 1. Let us suppose that the integrable connection [2=,%P
dlogf is generic with respect to the hyperplanes {A}<</ in the sense
of (1.1). Let _E denote the local system over X=C U =A associated
with 2. Then we have an isomorphism
(1.2)
_E)-H(X, _E)
for any ],

P

H(X,

-
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and we have

H(X, .) --0
if ] :/=n.
For Otl, we consider the 1-parameter amily of hyperplanes Aj,t,
1 ] m, defined by f-- (1-- t)c, where c=f(0). We put As/l,t =As/l.
Let us define 2 by ,j:lPjdlog(f--(1--t)c) for a fixed t. We observe

(1.3)

that the connection/2o is integrable.
Theorem 2. Let us suppose that the hyperplanes {A}1<</1 and the
connection
defined above satisfy the following conditions:
(
A, 1 ]m, is defined by a real linear form.
(if) The union U j:I A intersects transversely with the hyperplane
at infinity As/.
(iii) [20 is generic with respect to the hyperplanes {A,o}j</l in the
sense of (1.1).
Let {}<< denote the relatively compact chambers of {C n- =1 nj} N R
and let
denote the local system on X=C
A associated with [2.
Then we have
(x, .F) 0 if ] n.
(1.4)
(1.5)
H(X, _)--0
if ] =/=n,
and we have a decomposition

_

o

-=

H

(1.6)

H[(X, -)-

:

([3i](A:x0).
i=1

The method developed in this note is in sme sense a generalization
of Section 2 of [5], where the cohomology of a rank one local system on a
punctured projective line is explained. I would like to thank Prof. K.
Aomoto and Prof. E. Viehweg for valuable discussions concerning the subject of this note.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let/t: cpn--CP be the composition of the
for each maximal subfamily
monoidal transforms along A,...
{Aj}I<,< such that codimc[A...A]=r with some rq. Then
/-( /.__ A) is a divisor with normal crossings and the residue of 9 along
the exceptional divisor /-I(A(
A) is given by P/... /P. The
eigenvalues of p0") for a normal loop around the proper transform of A
and around Z-I(A
A) are the same as the eigenvalues of
exp 2v 1P and of exp 2zv 1 (P4/ P), respectively (see [4]).
Hence Theorem 1 is a consequence of the ollowing Proposition.
(2.1) Proposition. Let X be a smooth affine variety over C of dimension
n. Let V be its smooth compactification sch that D=V--X is a divisor
with normal crossings. Let
be a loclsystem on X and let p :(X, Xo)
--Aut (o) be its associated monodromy. If 1 is not an eigenvalue of p(r)
for a normal loop y around any irreducible component D of D, then we
have
H/(X, )H(X, ) for any ], H(X, )--0 if j:/=n.
Proof of Proposition. Let i:X--V denote the inclusion. By the hypothesis of Proposition we have i.=i, where i_ stands or the exten-

A
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sion of _L" by 0.

We have the following isomorphisms
H(V, i:.f.) Hs(X, .f.),
H(V, i..f.)--H(X, AT),
(2.2)
where H is the cohomology with compact support. On the other hand,
we have the following perfect pairings by the Poincar duality:
H(X, .fi.)(R)H,_(X, .f.) >C.
(2.3) H(X, .f.)(R)Hin_(X, .f.)---->C,
Hence we obtain the first assertion. By means of the Lefschetz theorem,
we have

for ]n.
H(X, AT)=0
(2.4)
By combining this with (2.3), we obtain
(2.5)
H[(X, f.) =0 for ] < n.

The second assertion of Proposition ollows rom (2.4) and (2.5) together
with the first assertion.
3. Proof of Theorem 2. Let D, li<k, be an open ball in R and
we fix a homeomorphism a" D-+A, which induces an injective map
a" 11:1 D---X. We have a long exact sequence"

>Hf([[ D, a’A:) Hl(Z, .) >HI(X ] A, ..)- >.
Since a’A: is a trivial local system, we have H(I D, a*.)=0 if ]:/::n and
we have a decomposition H(I D,a*_L)=(R)=[D]((a*_L) with some
z e [I D. It remains to show that H(X-- L A, _L’)=0 or any ]. By the
A, _)v. Since
Poincar duality we have H](X I_ A, .)H-(X
nX-- L is homotopy equivalent to C
=1 Aj,O, we get an isomorphism
(3.1)

H’<-s(X- [l A, f.)--H’-(C ’- L_) Aa,o, ...’),
where _L’ denotes the local system associated with Do. By applying Theorem 1 to the dual local system of _’, we have HY(X [I d,, d:)=0 if ] :/:n.
On the other hand the Euler-Poinear6 characteristic of C U ;%A;.0 is
zero (see for example [10]). Thus we have proved the assertions (1.4) and
(1.6). The assertion (1.5) follows from the Poinear6 duality and (1.4).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. Consequently we have shown that
the number of the relatively compact chambers of XfR is equal to the
Euler-Poinear6 eharaeteristie of X up to sign (el. [10]).
4. Examples. (4.1) Let {A;},.<.< be a family of affine hyperplanes

-

.

_

Then the connection t2=y];%Pfllogf; satisfies
in general position in C
the hypothesis of Theorem 2 if any eigenvalue of P;, 1K]Km, and ;% P
is not an integer (el. [6], [7]).
X=C n- U=A
(4.2) Let us suppose that there exists a linear map
--,C" such that the image of = and the fiber of = are the complements of
hyperplanes. Let Z denote a fiber and let i" Z-,X be the inclusion map.
If the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is satisfied for i*_ and R-z._L then by
using Leray spectral sequence we obtain (1.4)-(1.6) for .Z" over X.
be a local sysz) C z,:/::z if i:/::j}. Let
(4.3) We put M {(z,
tem over M defined by associating exp 2/-1/, to a normal loop around
z,=z;. Let X be the fiber over (0, 1) of a natural projection M,---.M.. By

"

.,

,
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applying (4.2)for ./: on X, we obtain (1.4)-(1.6) if

+ 14 +/24 +/4 e Z (cf.

[3]).
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